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This paper presents a cost-effective three-dimensional (3D) SoC silicon prototyping 

platform, namely, MorPACK (morphing package). MorPACK is a 3D structure by 

stacking circuit substrates with high density connectors and has the capability of inte-

grating heterogeneous blocks. Through system partitioning and tri-state interfaces, 

MorPACK allows a system to be easily extended by peripheral interfaces and improved 

by updating the bare dies/substrates. With these characteristics, total silicon prototyping 

cost of SoC projects/designs can be greatly reduced by utilizing the MorPACK common 

platform. In addition, compared to conventional substrates assembled with solder-balls 

and pogo-pin sockets, high density connectors in the MorPACK platform can also bene-

fit the fabrication process with lower cost and higher yield rate. To demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed methodology, an example of six SoC projects is implement-

ed with MorPACK platform in this paper. The result shows that the fabrication cost can 

be significantly reduced by the proposed MorPACK platforms, and the performance and 

power consumption of MorPACK in 3D can have good improvements than in 2D archi-

tecture. 

 

Keywords: 3D Prototyping Platform, System-on-Chip, SoC Silicon Prototyping, FPGA, 

and Platform-based Design  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the fast advance of IC fabrication and electronic design automation technol-

ogies, the System-on-a-Chip design technology has become more and more practical. A 

complex system can be integrated into a single chip via SoC design methodology and also 

achieves lower power consumption, lower cost, and higher speed than the traditional sys-

tem on board design. Among the existing SoC design methodologies, the platform-based 

methodology [1-7] is the most off-the-shelf one. In this way, a platform is defined as an 

architectural framework consisting of a set of pre-qualified software and hardware IPs 

which are integrated into some specified on-chip connection architecture. The plat-

form-based design methodology is helpful for SoC implement. However, the most of sil-

icon areas are expensed on the platform elements which include processor, memory, bus, 

controller, or I/O. The user’s IPs or special hardware accelerator designs of the pro-

jects/designs just make use a few silicon areas.  

Currently, three methods are available to implement a real heterogeneous product: 

SoC [8-9], system in/ package (SiP) [10-11], and 3D IC [12-15]. These methods can 

achieve the integration of heterogeneous system, but introduce the problems of  high 
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cost fabrication and time complexity. For verifying the functional correctness of these 

designs, a critical issue is to implement the function through a prototyping platform be-

fore taping-out. The current state-of-the-art platforms to verify the functionalities of a real 

heterogeneous product include FPGA-based prototyping [16-17], hybrid prototyping [18], 

virtual prototyping [19], and full custom prototyping. The FPGA-based prototyping 

provides short prototyping periods, parallel processing, and simple user-friendly inter-

faces. However, the defects of FPGA-based prototyping are the low performance and 

the difficulty to integrate hard IPs; For hybrid prototyping such as ARM Versatile, it is 

based on an ARM real chip and a large FPGA that implements the bus infrastructure and 

can be used to prototype custom AMBA peripherals; however, the inflexibility and low 

performance are still critical issues;  The virtual prototyping is an electronic design 

methodology, which simulates a hardware design by a software simulator, written by 

high-level language such as C/C++ or SystemC. However, the virtual prototyping is 

mainly suitable for system software developing due to the conflict between the 

timing accuracy and simulation speed. The full custom prototyping is implemented 

based on users’ requirements. However, it is time and cost consumed. Among these pro-

totyping platforms, due to the obvious advantages of FPGA including flexibility of de-

sign/implementation approach and hardware platform reuse, FPGA can now be consid-

ered as an appropriate solution to boost the performances of controllers, by enabling the 

implementation of new control methods and/or by designing concurrent architectures. 

Thus, FPGA has recently received much attention by industries and academics [20]–[24]. 

However, FPGA solutions can be used for functional verification, but not for silicon 

proof results of real chips. 

In order to reduce the fabrication and verification cost of SoC implementation, an 

innovative Multi-Project System-on-a-Chip (MP-SoC) design service model was devel-

oped [8-9]. Although the MP-SoC concept greatly reduces fabrication/verification cost, 

however it is unreachable to integrate the heterogeneous designs into a single system and 

the additional efforts of isolation mechanism need to be taken to prevent the interferences 

from other SoC projects in MP-SoC design. This paper proposed a cost-effective 3D 

heterogeneous integration system platform: MorPACK. By proper system partitioning 

and establishing connections among bare dies using tri-state interfaces, the MorPACK 

platform allows a system to be scaled and updated easily and efficiently according to us-

ers’ demands. The 3D stack-up architecture of package integration technology can also 

provide the MorPACK platform with the capability of heterogeneous integration and cost 

reduction. In this paper, a new MorPACK prototyping platform is implemented and the 

design methodology is illustrated. In addition, three kinds of methods for assembling sub-

strates are presented. These three kinds of methods including (1) Assembling the sub-

strates with connection substrates and solder-balls. (2) Assembling the substrates with 

customized pogo-pin sockets. (3) Assembling the substrates with high density connectors. 

The experimental results show that the fabrication cost can be significantly reduced by 

the proposed MorPACK platform. The performance and power consumption of 

MorPACK in 3D can have good improvements than in 2D architecture. These improve-

ments are benefited from the 3D stacking technology. 
In the next section, the design concept and development of MorPACK are explored. 

In section 3, the MorPACK design methodology is presented. The implementation results 

and analysis are listed in Section 4. Finally, the concluding remark is given in Section 5. 
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2. MORPACK DESIGN CONCEPT AND DEVLOPMENT 

2.1 Design Platform and System Partition 

 

A platform-based SoC system can be simply represented by the block diagram in Fig. 

1. The system may be comprised of an embedded processor, a memory subsystem 

(on-chip memory and external memory substrates), a hardware accelerator, and peripheral 

devices such as Timers, VGA, UART, VGA, and etc.  In order to reduce the manufac-

turing costs and save the time of development, it is the common practice for different SoC 

projects to be designed with sharing a Common System Platform (CSP). In general, the 

CSP typically includes embedded processors, on-chip memories, on-chip connection ar-

chitectures, peripheral devices and I/O pads. Based on a well-defined and verified CSP, 

even a small design team can design and implement a complex system because they only 

need to focus on the creation of function-specific IP blocks (or hardware accelerators) 

and the related embedded software. 

Note that if the design process can be further extended into and integrated with fabrica-

tion and verification, that is, if the CSP is pre-fabricated and pre-verified, then system 

designers will be allowed to focus only on the design, fabrication, and verification of the 

designs with the additional extended functions. Thus, the semi-custom concept is realized. 

Since the common resources are shared by other SoC projects and fabricated/verified in 

advance, the time required for developing and testing the SoC projects can be signifi-

cantly shortened, and design errors are minimized, thereby lowering the development and 

fabrication costs. 

 

  
Fig. 1. Platform-based SoC system. 

 

To achieve the flexibility of SoC prototyping system, MorPACK system is further 

partitioned into different functional dies with different process. Fig. 2 shows an example 

of an SoC common platform which is partitioned into two memory dies, a processor die, a 

high speed peripheral die, and a low speed peripheral die. These dies are connected to-

gether through the tri-state bus to form a MorPACK system. Each die can be fabricated 

with different fabrication process, packaged on a substrate/module and verified correctly 

in advance. Any SoC prototyping system can be easily constructed by stacking the dif-

ferent functional substrates according to users’ demand. For example, users can choose an 
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ARM processor substrate or a self-designed processor substrate according to the re-

quirement of their SoC prototyping systems. Fig. 3 shows how a hardware accelerator can 

be integrated into MorPACK common platform. After the common system platform is 

constructed by stacking each functional substrate, a hardware accelerator substrate can be 

further stacked on the MorPACK common platform to form a complete SoC system. 

 Basically, the MorPACK is comprised of substrates. A substrate may contain a 

CPU core. Thus, a system with a number of such CPU substrates implies a system with 

multiple homogeneous or heterogeneous CPU cores. Similarly, a substrate may contain a 

user’s IP or hardware accelerator. In order to implement flexible on-chip bus architec-

tures, the on-chip bus structure in the CSP of the MorPACK platform is realized by 

Northbridge and Southbridge. In addition, in order to enhance the flexibility and config-

urability, the MorPACK platform is designed in such a way that any substrates can be 

stacked by any order.  

 
Fig. 2. An SoC system is partitioned into different dies with different process. 

 

Through the applicable system partition approach and the use of tri-state interface to 

carry out the connection with the bare die signals of each substrate, the MorPACK system 

is capable of the system peripheral expandability and the flexibility of updating bare die 

with extreme low cost in accordance with users’ demand. In addition, the application of 

the packaging integration technique and 3D stacked framework has also made the 

MorPACK platform to possess the capability of heterogeneous die/chip integration and 

the characteristic of miniaturization. 
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Fig. 3. A hardware accelerator is integrated into MorPACK common platform. 

 

2.2 Development 

 

This section demonstrates the development of the MorPACK platform for the most 

popular ARM-based SoC design. The MorPACK is comprised of substrates. Fig. 4 shows 

the logical architecture of MorPACK platform for the ARM-based SoC design. The sys-

tem is composed of six dies which own various functions and fabricated by different pro-

cess techniques. The function of each die that applied the MorPACK system is briefly 

introduced as follows: (1) The Northbridge die comprises high-speed control circuits and 

memories, including the arbiter and decoder circuits for AHB bus, an SDRAM controller, 

a NOR flash controller, a VGA controller, an internal SRAM, and an internal ROM 

memory. Owing to both arbiter and decoder of AHB bus being located in Northbridge, 

the number of master and slave IPs that can be scalable for the MorPACK system is de-

termined using the Northbridge die. The two-AHB-bus architecture is adopted to allow 

two master-slave data transfer concurrently and thus achieve more data bandwidth on the 

platform. (2) The Southbridge die comprises some basic slow-speed control circuits, in-

cluding an APB bridge, an interrupt controller, timers, a pause/remap controller, a watch 

dog timer, a I2C controller, two keyboard mouse controllers (KMI), two UARTs and 

GPIOs. (3) The CPU die realizes ARM926EJ_88 processor core. (4) The SDRAM die is 

used as the memory buffer during platform operation and computation. (5) The NOR 

flash die is used to store and save the boot program and related application program. (6) 

The hardware accelerator die is used as the function-specific IP for the desired functions. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the integration of six different process die with MorPACK concept. 

The each die in each substrate performs various functions. Each substrate is separate and 

they are built into a composite through stacking. In Fig. 5, the MorPACK platform is di-

vided into two parts: (1) The three substrates/modules (Southbridge substrate, North-

bridge+ SDRAM+NOR flash substrate and CPU substrate) comprise the CSP. The CSP 

is now able to boot a Linux OS, i.e., it is a Linux OS-ready platform. (2) The top custom 

circuit substrate comprises at least one function-specific IP (hardware accelerator) de-

signed by system designers. System designers only focus on the function-specific IP die 

design and realization in the custom circuit substrate. After the custom circuit substrate is 

integrated into the CSP, a full 3D heterogeneous system integration platform is complet-

ed.  

The high density connectors are used to electrically connect two circuit substrates. 

The circuit substrate may contain at least one bare die/chip. The system designers can 

combine circuit substrates of different functions and thus form a diversity of SoC applica-
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tions. Additionally, MorPACK platform incorporates a suitable method of system parti-

tion and uses the tri-state interface to implement the signal connection between each bare 

die. Thus it provides the MorPACK platform with better scalability for system accesso-

ries, as well as the ability to cheaply renew die flexibility in response to user’s demand. 

So, MorPACK is a modularized platform. Note that the modularized architecture allows 

the substrates to be reusable. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Logic architecture of MorPACK platform. 

 

 
Fig. 5. MorPACK 3D heterogeneous integration system. 
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To provide an effective and user-friendly prototyping platform, we adopt three tech-

niques for MorPACK platform: (1) Substrate-level modulation, (2) Three-dimensional 

substrate stack, and (3) Components reuse, to fulfil following main objectives.  (1) Het-

erogeneous integration: The prototyping system should be composed of components from 

different process. (2) Variety: The prototyping system should be highly flexible. To build 

a platform is like to play bricks. (3) High performance: One of the main design goals of 

the prototyping system is to shorten the distance of signal transmission and raise the per-

formance. (4) Rapid developing cycle: The developers do not need to re-design and 

re-produce the main parts of the target system. (5) Low cost: The recycling of functional 

substrates reduces the use of resources, thus decreases the development price and the im-

pact to the environment. Therefore, the developed MorPACK structure possesses the fol-

lowing advantages: (1) With the high density connectors electrically connecting two cir-

cuit substrates, the MorPACK structure is constructed as a three-dimensional structure, 

thus increasing the structural flexibility of platform. (2) The tri-state interface allows the 

circuit substrates to be added and stacked easily. Thus, the functions of MorPACK plat-

form can be easily extended. (3) The substrates can be fabricated and verified in advance 

such that system designers only have to design the extended functions for special specifi-

cations (user’s IPs or special hardware accelerator), thus it saves the time and costs of 

development. (4) Through the associated 3D die-level stacking, MorPACK platform 

possesses high-performance and heterogeneous integration capabilities. These salient 

properties of our MorPACK platform not only solve and improve the defects of MP-SoC, 

but can also solve the difficulties faced by system designers in practically verifying an 

SoC. 

Since the data width of MorPACK tri-state bus is 32bit, the bandwidth of 4.16G 

bits/s can be achieved when the system runs at the frequency of 130MHz. This data 

bandwidth may not be enough for some applications demanding high data bandwidth. To 

solve this issue, a local bus is implemented on Northbridge substrate. This local bus can 

transfer read and write data independently from the MorPACK tri-state bus, thus the sys-

tem data bandwidth can increase. Through implementing a local bus on each substrate, 

users can gain more data bus bandwidth according to the application requirement. In ad-

dition, users can also design a high-speed design with higher clock frequency than the 

system bus and then integrate into a customized substrate to obtain even higher band-

width and more computation resources. This can be achieved because of the feature of the 

substrate-level modulation in MorPACK platform. 
In MorPACK platform, data flow among substrates is conducted through the sub-

strate board with high-density connectors, and it may cause some performance degrada-

tion compared with an SoC design. This performance degradation is introduced mainly 

because of the delay on the substrate PCB board and high-density connectors. It is a dis-

advantage of using this MorPACK platform. This experimental result of the performance 

degradation when adopting the 3D MorPACK is shown in Section 4. 
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3. DESIGN FLOW 

Fig. 6 shows the design flow of the 3D MorPACK prototyping platform. The 

MorPACK design flow consists of five stages, (a) system architecture design, (b) logic 

implementation, (c) rapid prototyping, (d) physical implementation, and (e) bare die 

measurement and assembly. The details of each step are described below. 

 

3.1 System Architecture Design 

 

In the design stage of System Architecture Design, a high abstraction virtual plat-

form which allows designers of the MorPACK system architecture is developed to verify 

whether the system architectures can meet demand through simulation using this virtual 

platform; additionally, before completing the MorPACK hardware platform, software 

designers can carry out the development of embedded software (including the Pow-

er-On-Self-Test, boot loader, device driver, and OS kernel, etc.). Generally, the devel-

opment and implementation of traditional software process will use physical platform or 

RTL simulation. Since the main focus of RTL simulation is precision but it is more 

time-consuming, the software development with RTL simulation is inappropriate. There-

fore, we use the Fast Models Software of ARM to develop the respondent MorPACK 

virtual platform. This virtual platform employed the descriptive module language (LISA+) 

with higher abstraction level to design the hardware elements, and then applied the simu-

lation program that practiced employing those elements as the implementation platform 

for the software process. The platform simulation is extremely rapid, and thus is highly 

suitable for functional implementation in software process. Taking the software process 

of system function test as an example, it takes approximately 10 minutes to complete the 

simulation for the abovementioned RTL platform, but only 5 seconds to implement the 

same software process using the virtual platform. Therefore, the MorPACK virtual plat-

form is extremely convenient and offers significant time savings for software developers.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Design flow of MorPACK Platform. 
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3.2 Logic Implementation 

 

In the stage of Logic Implementation, we determine the architecture based on the 

system level and use hardware descriptive language to implement the logic design for 

MorPACK. This design process includes logic synthesis and implementation, and can 

yield the MorPACK RTL/gate-level design and simulation platform.  

 

3.3 Rapid Prototyping 

 

For the design stage of Rapid Prototyping, we use the self-developed SoC rapid 

prototyping platform (Concord) [9] to precede the prototyping implementation for each 

die of MorPACK before taping-out. The Concord platform is employed to assure con-

sistency between the architecture of the implementation system and the framework of the 

future MorPACK chip system platform. Additionally, the Rapid Prototyping implementa-

tion of Concord Platform for the MorPACK design can solve problems such as the insuf-

ficient flexibility, and the inability to assure consistency between the implementing sys-

tem architecture and the framework of the future MorPACK chip system platform. We 

thus have used the Concord platform to conduct prototyping implementation for 

MorPACK system design.  

 

3.4 Physical Implementation 

 

In the stage of Physical Implementation, we implement the layout design and perform 

the post-layout verification for each die. After all the layout designs are verified correctly, 

the designs are taped-out to the TSMC foundry for further IC fabrication.  

 

3.5 Bare Die Measurement and Assembly 

 

In the stage of Bare Die Measurement and Assembly, each die is packed respectively 

on each substrate, and then measured on Verigy 93000 ATE. After all the substrates are 

confirmed functions correctly, they can be further assembled together to obtain a com-

plete MorPACK 3D system and then tested on a carrier board. For measuring single chip 

or die, it is possible to use an existing package or a customized substrate to pack dies and 

confirm the function correctness. In this MorPACK platform, each functional die is 

packed on a proper substrate for the MorPACK platform. With the bare die measurement, 

the performance and power consumption data can be obtained in this stage. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

In this paper, a new MorPACK prototyping platform is implemented and three kinds 

of methods for assembling substrates are presented. Fig. 7 and Table 1 show the chip 

layout of the CPU die and the characteristics of the CPU chip, respectively; Fig. 8 and 

Table 2 show the chip layout of Northbridge die and the characteristics of the North-

bridge die, respectively; Fig. 9 and Table 3 show the chip layout of the Southbridge die 
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and the characteristics of Southbridge chip, respectively. 

Fig. 10 shows the real substrates photo of the MorPACK platform. The size of each 

substrate is 5.5cm ×5.5cm. The Northbridge, Southbridge, and ARM CPU designs are 

fabricated by TSMC 90nm process, SDRAM fabricated by WINBOND DRAM process 

and NOR-Flash fabricated by MACRONIX NOR Flash process. The connection of the 

MorPACK platform is through the tri-state IO interface designed in each die. The loca-

tions of connection signal between substrates are at the left side, the right side, and the 

upper sides of substrates and the total number of connection signals between substrates is 

360, i.e, each side contains 120 connection signals. The MorPACK substrate is first test-

ed by the Agilent 93000 ATE equipment through a customized development board to 

verify functional correctness and measure power/performance characteristics. Debugging 

process mainly relies on the software/hardware facilities provided by the ATE. After each 

substrate (shown in Fig. 10) is stacked and assembled, the 3D MorPACK platform can be 

completed. Fig. 11 (a) shows a picture of the CSP with the height around 1cm while 

Fig.11 (b) shows the MorPACK platform with an accelerator substrate. The 3D 

MorPACK is then plugged in a customized carrier board (shown in Fig. 12) to veri-

fy/demonstrate the functional correctness. In this carrier board design, some debug pins 

such as tri-state bus, GPIO, various power pins are connected to the DIPs for future sys-

tem debug. Currently, the MorPACK common system platform can operate correctly at 

the frequency of 130MHz, and this is a Linux-OS ready platform. 
 

 
Fig. 7. The chip layout of CPU die. 

 

Table 1. The characteristics of CPU chip. 

Chip Area 1820x2660  um
2
 

Core Area 2383472.0016 um
2
 

Ring Width 48 x 2 um 

Signal Pads # 140 

Power Pads # 32 

Process TSMC 90nm CMOS Process 

Frequency 132MHz@1.0V 

Power Consumption 118mW @ 100MHz 
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Fig. 8. The chip layout of Northbridge die. 

 

Table 2. The characteristics of Northbridge chip. 

Chip Area 3200x3950 um
2
 

Core Area 8239242.04  um
2
 

Ring Width 48 x 2 um 

Signal Pads # 235 

Power Pads # 44 

Process TSMC 90nm CMOS Process 

Frequency 130MHz@1.0V 

Power Consumption 123mW @100MHz 

 

 
Fig. 9. The chip layout of Southbridge die. 

 

Table 3. The characteristics of Southbridge chip. 

Chip Area 2960x890 um
2
 

Core Area 675613.2032  um
2
 

Ring Width 32 x 2 um 

Signal Pads # 121 

Power Pads # 36 

Process TSMC 90 nm CMOS 

Frequency 134MHz@1.0V 

Power Consumption 23mW @ 100MHz 
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(a)                          (b)                     (c) 

Fig. 10. The real hardware of MorPACK substrates (a) CPU substrate (b) Northbridge, 

SDRAM and NOR flash combinational substrate (c) Southbridge substrate. 

  

(a)                (b) 

Fig. 11. The real hardware of MorPACK integrated systems (a) Common system platform 

(CSP) (b) MorPACK platform including a custom circuit substrate. 

 
To further demonstrate the efficiency of our MorPACK design concept, we collabo-

rated with six academic research groups. The hardware accelerators from these research 

groups include: (1) an Eigen-based signal processing engine design for biomedical ultra-

sound systems (US-SoC), (2) An ECG Signal Processor for mobile healthcare monitoring 

(ECG-SoC), (3) A Low complexity and high throughput lossless image compression IP 

(LC-SoC), (4) H.264 video encoder with low memory bandwidth  (H264-SoC), (5) A 

multi-pixel parallel image labeling IP for object detection system (OD-SoC), and (6) A 

test architecture and hardware debug platform (Test-SoC).Table 4 lists the area, perfor-

mance, and power consumption summary for six hardware accelerators. Note that the six 

hardware accelerators are designed and implemented using the TSMC 90nm CMOS ge-

neric logic process technology. Experimental results show that when the six hardware 

accelerators use the CSP, the area cost of the silicon prototyping is 49.74 mm
2
 by 90nm 

process. On the other hand, if these six hardware accelerators are fabricated on SoC chips 

individually, the summation of area is 150.29 mm
2
. Frequency and power consumption 

for each SoC design are also listed in table 4. These results are obtained from the 

post-layout simulation report. 

This area saving ratio when adopting the MorPACK solution approaches that when 

adopting the MP-SoC service model. However, the MorPACK solution can also possess 

very good flexibility and capability of heterogeneous integration for SoC silicon proto-

typing. Besides, with MorPACK platform, the fewer efforts such as the isolation mecha-

nisms need to be taken, and the development schedule can also be reduced due to the 

semi-custom approach adopted in MorPACK platform.  

Three kinds of methods for assembling substrates are presented in this paper. These 

three kinds of methods include (1) Assembling the substrates with connection substrates 

and solder-balls. (2) Assembling the substrates with customized pogo-pin sockets. (3) 
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Assembling the substrates with high density connectors. Table 5 shows the comparisons 

of 3 kinds of assembling methods. The first method is to assemble substrates with solder- 

balls [25]. This method uses an additional connection substrate and solder-balls to con-

nect the circuit substrates. The yield rate of this method is very low since the solder-balls 

are very sensitive to the heat problem during the fabrication. Once, the substrates are 

connected with solder-balls, they are very difficult to be taken off and thus hard to 

achieve the substrate reuse. Besides, the additional connection substrates may increase 

the assembly cost. However, this method can achieve a more compact platform. The sec-

ond method is to assemble the substrates with pogo-pin sockets [28]. The customized 

pogo-pin sockets are used to carry and connect each circuit substrate. With this method, 

the performance and yield rate are good. However, the socket cost is very high due to the 

high fabrication cost of the pogo-pin mechanism. The third method is to assemble the 

substrates with high density connectors. The experiment results show the performance 

and yield rate are the highest while the cost is the lowest of these 3 methods. Besides, it is 

easy to achieve the substrate reuse with this method.  

Table 6 shows the performance and power consumption comparisons for 3D and 2D 

designs. When the same packaged dies of CPU, Northbridge, and Southbridge are inte-

grated into a 2D load board, the system can only operate correctly at the frequency of 

83MHz. Compared with the 130MHz of frequency in MorPACK 3D common platform, 

the performance of MorPACK in 3D can have an improvement of about 56% than in 2D 

architecture. In addition, the power consumption is 312mW at the system frequency of 

80MHz in 2D design while the system consumes only 256mW at the same system fre-

quency of 80MHz in 3D MorPACK design. That means the power consumption of 

MorPACK in 3D can have a reduction of about 18% than in 2D architecture. These im-

provements are benefited from the 3D stacking technology. For performance comparison, 

we also implemented an SoC design to verify whether the performance of MorPACK 

platform will suffer from system partitioning with tri-state buses and high density con-

nectors. In this design, the CPU, Northbridge, and Southbridge are integrated into a sin-

gle SoC system. The experimental result shows that the single SoC design can operate at 

the frequency of 158MHz. Performance degradation is minor when using this MorPACK 

platform for silicon prototyping. The cause of the performance degradation is mainly by 

the substrate level PCB design with high density connectors. However, with the 

MorPACK platform, the fabrication cost can be significantly reduced, with much better 

flexibility and capability of heterogeneous integration for silicon prototyping.  
To demonstrate the proposed platform is workable and suitable for heterogeneous 

system integration, a multi-pixel parallel image labelling IP chip design [29] is 

re-implemented with TSMC 40nm process. The die design is packed on a customized 

substrate. This substrate is stacked into MorPACK common platform and then integrated 

into a customized carrier board to form an object detection system. Figure 12 shows the 

picture of an object detection system implemented with the MorPACK platform. The 

labeled binary image is calculated by the image labelling IP and displayed on the LCD 

panel. In this demonstration system, the MorPACK platform mainly consists of dies fab-

ricated with TSMC 90nm process while the multi-pixel parallel image labelling die is 

fabricated with TSMC 40nm process. It proves the proposed platform is workable and 

suitable for heterogeneous system integration. 
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Fig. 12. The picture of an object detection system with the MorPACK platform. 

 

Table 4.  

Area, performance, and power consumptions summary* (Shared Area: 20.11 mm
2
) 

Test Case Area 
Dedicated 

 Area 

Dedicated 

 Area 

Rate 

Timing 
Max  

Frequency 

Power  

Consumption 

US-SoC 26.39 mm
2
 6.28 mm

2
 31.23% 9.79ns 102.1 MHz 324 mW 

ECG-SoC 21.76 mm
2
 1.65 mm

2
 8.20% 37.31ns 26.8 MHz 103mW 

LC-SoC 24.01 mm
2
 3.90 mm

2
 19.39% 9.99ns 100.1 MHz 331 mW 

H264-SoC 27.64 mm
2
 7.53 mm

2
 37.44% 12ns 83.3 MHz 363 mW 

OD-SoC 26.61 mm
2
 6.5 mm

2
 32.32% 9.99ns 100.1 MHz 352mW 

Test-SoC 23.87 mm
2
 3.76 mm

2
 18.70% 21ns 47.6 MHz 184 mW 

*Not including the NOR and SDRAM memory dies 

 

Table 5. Comparisons of 3 kinds of assembling methods. 

Assembling Method System  

Performance 

Yield Cost 

Solder-balls [25] 116MHz Low Fair 

Pogo-pin Socket[28] 108MHz Fair High 

High Density Connector 130MHz High Low 
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Table 6. Performance and power consumption summary for 3D and 2D designs. 

Test Case Performance Power Consumption 

3D MorPACK Design(CSP) 130MHz 256mW @80MHz 

2D Design(CSP) 83MHz 312mW @80MHz 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Silicon prototyping techniques are very helpful to validate the functionality and per-

formance of SoC design projects but are costly in general. This paper proposed a 

cost-effective 3D heterogeneous integration system platform: MorPACK. By proper sys-

tem partitioning and establishing connections among bare dies using tri-state interfaces, 

the MorPACK platform allows a system to be scaled and updated easily and efficiently 

according to users’ demands. The 3D stack-up architecture of package integration tech-

nology can also provide the MorPACK platform with the capability of heterogeneous 

integration and cost minimization. In this paper, a new MorPACK prototyping platform is 

implemented and three kinds of methods for assembling substrates are presented. The 

experimental results show that the fabrication cost can be significantly reduced by the 

proposed MorPACK platform, and both the performance and power consumption of 

MorPACK in 3D can have good improvements than in 2D architecture. 

It should be mentioned that the FPGA devices can be implemented for the purpose 

of prototyping. It can be perfectly employed for functional verification. However, the 

performance of a FPGA device is not adequate to many high-speed real time operations 

and thus it is not a very good choice for silicon proof of real chips. Besides, the 

MorPACK platform possesses very good flexibility and capability of heterogeneous inte-

gration for SoC silicon prototyping. This motivates us the development of MorPACK 

platform. 
The CIC is a nonprofit organization serving the university faculty in Taiwan to real-

ize their SoC design projects. Under the constraint of limited budget for chip fabrication, 

the innovative service model using proposed MorPACK design methodology can provide 

universities a very good choice to silicon prototype the SoC projects. 
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